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Welcome to the latest edition of Training Solutions,
 
We have some exciting system upgrades to share with you that should make for a
better experience when accessing the PDASystem! Also included in this month's
newsletter is a reminder about the 2023 PDAS Summit. Make sure to save the
date: September 21, 2023!
 
As always, please contact us for any questions you have regarding the news and
information below. 
 
Best Regards,
Danielle Earley, Director of Operations
Ashley Salzwedel, Professional Development Coordinator
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PDASystem Upgrades

We have some exciting upgrades to share with you about the PDASystem! These
upgrades went into effect today (April 28). The changes highlighted below are: 
 

HTML Addition (Adding events to your own website!)
Enhancements to all Event and Roster functionality 
Enhancements to Rosters for Events using Online Registration

 
HTML Addition
All Training Sponsor Organizations now have HTML available on the Settings
Tab so you can now put a calendar of Registry training events on your own
website! 
 
To access this feature go to the Settings Tab of your profile and click the Show
Events on Your Website button. 

This will bring up the Training List Widget, which will feature a HTML code that
you can copy and paste to feature trainings on your own website! 



Enhancements to Event and Roster Functionality
There are two features to help improve Event and Roster functionality! 
 
The first is an event roster will now be paged instead of listing everyone on one
single page.



The next feature is the ability to search individuals on a roster by attendee name,
registry ID, and email address! On your roster page, type in any of those three
filters in the appropriate text box to find an individual. 

Roster for Events using Online Registration
Two features were added to improve functionality for rosters for events using
online registration as well. 
 
The first of these features is that rosters will now display the registration date for
each attendee.

When viewing the session details for your event or conference session, you will
be able to see the total number of attendees on the roster, as well as the number
of verified attendees. 



Reminder: 2023 PDAS Summit

Don't forget about the 2023 PDAS Summit! This year's in-person event will be
held on Thursday, September 21 at the Harley Davidson of Madison. We look
forward to seeing you there!  
 
This year's Summit looks to continue the discussion from previous years
Summits, and explore how to create a welcoming, engaging, nurturing, and
supportive learning environment. This will be an in-person event you won't want to
miss! 
 
Look for more information on the 2023 PDAS Summit in future communications. 
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